strong and sensitive
stonework cleaning and restoration solution
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Contact Tensid UK
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TORIK Stone Cleaning System meets the
most discerning specification requirements

while being portable and efficient. TORIK’s controllable stream

to arrange a
demonstration.
01932 564 133

of high pressure super-heated water and steam quickly removes

info@tensid.com

grime, moss, algae, fungi and many other types of soiling. Combine

www.tensid.com

with TAVEC 201 for a complete paint removal solution.

TM

How TORIK works?
TORIK stone cleaning system is a two-component
piece of equipment that is mobile enough to be
transported in a van, yet robust enough for even

What TORIK does:

the toughest stone cleaning projects.

TORIK Stone Cleaning System provides the

TORIK generates superheated water in a diesel

option of chemical-free cleaning.

burner and an electric pump generates the

TORIK produces a controllable stream of high

controllable high pressure delivered through a

pressure super-heated water and steam that

high pressure lance. The operator has full control of
pressure and temperature for optimal cleaning and

quickly removes grime, moss, algae, fungi and

surface protection. The 15º to 25ºcleaning edge is

other biological matter. The superheated water

created with a ceramic nozzle for optimal precision.

and steam also kills spores thereby eliminating
the source of biological growth.
Cleaning and paint removal with the TORIK
system is gentle, safe and effective for use on

Instructional Videos

stonework and brick masonry
○○ Stone and Masonry cleaning

Assembly Instructions

○○ Grime removal
○○ Algae and moss removal

Operation Instructions

○○ Cleaning and sterilisation
○○ Paint stripping
○○ Bitumen removal

Descale Instructions

○○ Graffiti and chewing gum removal
○○ Oil and grease cleaning

Product Specifications:
Variable pressure and heat
Maximum pressure:
150bar
Maximum flow:
8 litres per minute
Maximum temperature: 150 oC
TORIK Burner Unit
L70xW57XH80 cm
Water volume minimum: 5 litres per minute in
Motor voltage:
230 volt or 110 volt
Fuel for burner:
diesel
Heating power:
85 kw
Net weight:
60 kg
16 amp plug in power supply from the pressure washer

Price: £ 3,950 plus carriage and VAT.
Tensid UK Ltd

+44(0)1932 564 133

TORIK Pressure Washer Unit L60xW40XH40 cm
Working pressure:
150 bar (2175 psi)
Water volume maximum:
8 litres per minute
Motor voltage:
230 volt or 110 volt
Net weight:
40 kg
110 volt power requirements:
transformer 32 amp
- 5kva generator - 5.5kw min
Standard equipment:
10 metres high-pressure hose
Wash gun and lance with rinse function
900mm single lance
500mm single lance

TORIK Stone Cleaning System is also available for hire.
Call 01932 564 133 or email info@tensid.com to enquire.
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